Cook’s Country Television Show Returns for Sixteenth Season
New Season Features 15 Episodes and Variety of Regional Specialties

Boston- MA (September 9, 2023) cook’s Country, the show that celebrates regional American cooking and the people behind it with rigorously-tested, accessible recipes that empower everyone to become a better cook, premiered its 16th season today.

Under the direction of Cook’s Country magazine Editor-in-Chief Toni Tipton-Martin, hosts Bridget Lancaster and Julia Collin Davison will join test cooks Bryan Roof, Christie Morrison, Ashley Moore, Lawman Johnson, and Morgan Bolling to uncover regional specialties from across the U.S. (San Diego Fish Tacos, New Mexican Bean-and-Cheese Turnovers with Green Chile, Texas-Style Smoked Beef Ribs, and more), and tackle classic American fare and weeknight workhorses (Diner-Style Patty Melts, Soy Sauce Chicken Wings, Trout Amandine, and more).

Tipton-Martin will also educate viewers on the origins and regional context of recipes like Really Good Key Lime Pie and Pimiento Mac and Cheese, accompanied by archival photography and art.

This season, Bryan Roof travels across the country, from Portland to Puerto Rico, to learn from local cooks that have mastered regional favorites. These dishes are the inspiration for recipes such as Sisig and Garlic Fried Rice, Choucroute Garnie, and Guanimes con Bacalao, which he adapts for the home kitchen.

Additionally, Jack Bishop shares his expansive knowledge with viewers, including deep dives into ingredients like jarred peppers and eggplants. Adam Ried reveals our equipment recommendations, including spray mops, bench scrapers, and food processors.

Season 16 of Cook’s Country will feature 15 episodes and can be viewed on local PBS stations across the country. Episodes can also be accessed on (OTT) and www.americastestkitchen.com.

About America’s Test Kitchen
The mission of America’s Test Kitchen (ATK) is to empower and inspire confidence, community, and creativity in the kitchen. Founded in 1992, the company is the leading multimedia cooking resource serving millions of fans with TV shows (America’s Test Kitchen, Cook’s Country, and America’s Test Kitchen: The Next Generation), magazines (Cook’s Illustrated and Cook’s Country), cookbooks, a podcast (Proof), FAST channels, short-form video series, and the ATK All-Access subscription for digital content. Based in a state-of-the-art 15,000-square-foot test kitchen in Boston’s Seaport District, ATK has earned the trust of home cooks and culinary experts alike thanks to its one-of-a-kind processes and best-in-class techniques. Fifty full-time (admittedly very meticulous) test cooks, editors, and product testers spend their days tweaking every variable to find the very best recipes, equipment, ingredients, and techniques. Learn more at https://www.americastestkitchen.com/.